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A lot has happened in cognitive science and the philosophy of mind since the heyday of
the mental imagery debate in the nineteen-seventies and eighties.1 The computational
theory of mind, once considered to be “the only game in town,” is now called “classical
cognitive science,” and co-exists, separately and in various hybrid forms, with
connectionism, dynamical cognitive science, and embodied approaches to cognition.2
Neuroscience exerts increasing influence, and collaboration between neuroscientists and
philosophers is on the rise.3 There is widespread interest in the nature of consciousness,
and the scientific usefulness of introspection is being reassessed.4 Finally, philosophers
and cognitive scientists have begun to offer detailed phenomenological analyses of
various aspects of conscious experience.5
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Given these developments, it is disappointing that the recent reappearance of the
imagery debate takes little or no account of them.6 Instead, conceptual confusion remains
about the nature of imagery experience and its relation to the brain and behavior. If there
is to be progress in understanding mental imagery, let alone any “resolution of the
imagery debate,”7 then we need to do better.
Using imagery research as an exemplar, I intend to show how cognitive science
stands to gain from phenomenological analysis of experience. Let me explain what I
mean by phenomenology for the purposes of this paper.
Phenomenology is concerned with what constitutes the experience of a given sort
of activity, such as perceiving or imagining. It focuses not simply on the qualitative
character of what is experienced, the objects of experience, but also on the subjective
character of the activity itself, the acts of experiencing. For example, a
phenomenological analysis focuses not only on the qualitative character of what we see—
color, shape, things in space, and so on; it focuses also on what the activity of seeing is
like, on what it feels like to encounter the world visually. Phenomenology is concerned
with what seeing is like, as compared with hearing, or imagining, or remembering. What
experience is like in this sense is constitutive of what experience is. Phenomenology is
thus concerned with the constitution of experience.
Phenomenology understood in this way includes any philosophical analysis that
makes the qualitative and subjective character of experience its subject matter. It is not
limited to the phenomenological school or tradition stemming from Husserl.
Nevertheless, this tradition’s analyses of imagery experience offer resources for
understanding mental imagery untapped by cognitive science, and they inspire much of
what I have to say in this paper.8
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Phenomenological analysis operates at the personal level. When we describe
experience we are describing experiential contents and activities as belonging to the
whole person, and our descriptions have a holistic and normative character. We describe
the interrelations of perceiving, intending, feeling, imagining, and acting, and we try to
make sense of these interrelations in various norm-governed ways. By contrast, when we
describe the neural processes on which experience depends, we are describing
subpersonal phenomena, and our descriptions do not have this holistic and normative
character. When, for example, in an experiment on mental imagery, I attribute to you a
certain mental state, such as visualizing the rotation of some geometrical figure, I make
an attribution at the personal level. Whether this attribution makes sense depends partly
on what else I take you to believe (e.g., about object geometry and spatial relations, but
also about your understanding of the task instructions). On the other hand, when I
attribute to an area of your brain a certain pattern of electromagnetic activity, I make an
attribution at the subpersonal level, and this attribution is not subject to these sorts of
holistic and normative considerations.
Phenomenological analysis can do important philosophical and scientific work. It
can help to clarify the conceptual relation between accounts of experience at the personal
level and accounts of the brain at the subpersonal level, and it can help to guide
experimental research in cognitive science.
In this paper, I sketch a phenomenological analysis of imagery experience. Its
main upshot is to challenge the widespread belief in cognitive science that imagery
experience is the experience of “phenomenal mental images.” As we will see, both
pictorialists and descriptionalists, the two rivals of the imagery debate, accept this
characterization of imagery experience; what they disagree about is whether the
subpersonal representations used in visual problem-solving are depictive or propositional
in form. I argue, however, that in visual imaging or visualizing, we do not experience
phenomenal mental images (“pictures in the head”), but rather mentally represent visual
experiences to ourselves in certain ways. The content of these experiences (either as
actual visual experiences or as mentally represented ones) cannot be given in an image or
picture. On the basis of this phenomenological analysis, I propose an alternative to both
pictorialism and descriptionalism. My proposal also builds on the enactive or dynamic
sensorimotor approach to perception in cognitive science.9 According to my enactive
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proposal, visualizing is the vicarious exercise of the skillful sensorimotor knowledge
actually exercised in perception.
I. Experience and the Imagery Debate
The subjective experience of mental imagery has occupied a problematic place in the
imagery debate since this debate’s inception in the early nineteen-seventies. On the one
hand, everyone agrees that the experience of imagery exists and that any adequate theory
of imagery must ultimately be able to account for it. On the other hand, the main concern
of imagery theories has not been to explain imagery experience, but rather to explain the
ability of individuals to solve problems in various kinds of cognitive tasks in which they
report using imagery. Examples are judging whether two objects of different orientation
have identical shapes by “mentally rotating” one to see whether it can be brought into
correspondence with the other, or “mentally scanning” a visualized map in order to
determine whether a particular object is present on it.10 Although imagery research relies
on reports of imagery experience as a source of data, the two main rival theories of
imagery, pictorialism and descriptionalism, have left imagery experience as such
unaccounted for.
Pictorialism and descriptionalism are theories about the subpersonal
representations and processes that are supposed to be causally implicated in imagery
tasks. According to pictorialism (whose principal exponent is Stephen Kosslyn), these
representations are depictive or pictorial, which means that they represent by virtue of
their spatial format. In a depictive representation, each part of the object is represented by
a pattern of points, and the spatial relations among these patterns correspond to the spatial
relations among the object’s parts.11 It is well known, for example, that area V1 of the
visual cortex in primates is organized retinotopically. In other words, neurons in this area
are organized in a way that roughly preserves the spatial structure of the retina. Although
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this cortical representation of the retina is laid out in physical space, the depictive space
need not be physical, according to Kosslyn, but could be specified purely functionally,
like an array in a computer. On the other hand, according to descriptionalism (whose
principal exponent is Zenon Pylyshyn), the mental representations involved in vision and
imagery represent by virtue of their propositional structure. Pylyshyn argues that the
notion of a purely functional space has no explanatory value in accounting for the actual
format of mental representations.12 He also argues that the activation of retinotopically
organized brain areas in visual mental imagery (which remains controversial)13 does not
show that imagery or vision involves depictive representations laid out in the physical
space of the brain, for mental images and topographical patterns of activation in V1 fail
to correspond in numerous ways (e.g., the 3D spatial structure of what we perceive or
imagine was never present on the 2D retina or its retinotopic cortical projections).14 On
Pylyshyn’s descriptionalist view, imagery is the representation of how things look or
would look, based on our tacit propositional knowledge of visual properties and relations.
Although scientific research on imagery designed to test these two theories must
rely on first-person reports of imagery experience as an indispensable source of data,
neither descriptionalism nor pictorialism provides any explanatory bridge back to
imagery experience at the personal level from their postulated subpersonal
representations. Imagery experience is used on the way in, but is left in limbo on the way
out.
We can trace this situation back to Pylyshyn’s opening round of the debate in
15
1973. Pylyshyn acknowledged that “imagery is a pervasive form of experience” and
that “[w]e cannot speak of consciousness without, at the same time, implicating the
existence of images.”16 But he argued that imagery experience does not reveal the content
of mental representations or the information-processing functions operating on those
representations. Imagery experience is not so much silent, but positively misleading. The
ordinary or commonsense conception of an image is that of a picture, but the mental
representations mobilized in imagery tasks are best characterized as descriptive and
propositional, not pictorial. Pylyshyn’s conclusion was that the concept of a mental image
is not a useful explanatory construct in psychology.
Kosslyn and Pomerantz, in their reply to Pylyshyn in 1977, defended the
explanatory importance of imagery.17 They argued that introspection, when taken
together with behavioral performance data, is an important source of evidence. They also
remarked that the experience of imagery is undeniable and studying it in its own right is a
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legitimate enterprise.18 Yet they provided no phenomenological analysis of imagery or
any scientific explanation of imagery experience constrained by this kind of analysis.
Instead, they sketched a theory of imagery that relied on the problematic assumption that
the content of imagery experience corresponds to the format of the underlying
representation. This type of assumption has been called analytical isomorphism.19
Analytical isomorphism is the idea that successful explanation requires there be an
isomorphism (one-to-one correspondence) between the phenomenal content of subjective
experience and the structure or format of the underlying neural representations. This idea
involves conflating properties of what is represented (representational contents) with
properties of the representings (representational vehicles). Kosslyn and Pomerantz seem
to have implicitly relied on analytical isomorphism when they proposed that an image is a
temporary spatial representation in active memory generated from more abstract
information in long-term memory. On this view, an image is a spatial pattern of
activation in a visual buffer. Kosslyn and Pomerantz implied that the images the person
experiences are these “surface images” in the visual buffer. In a subsequent paper,
however, Kosslyn qualified the relation by explaining that the term “image” refers to
representations in active memory, not an experience. In this way, the meaning of “image”
becomes primarily subpersonal. Thus Kosslyn wrote: “The experience of ‘having an
image’ is taken as an indication that an image representation is present in active memory;
the question whether one can have an image representation without the experience is left
open.”20 Over the years Kosslyn has enlarged and refined his theory, but this gap between
representation and experience has not gone away. Thus, in his 1994 book Image and
Brain, he writes:
[M]ost interest in psychology has focused on only one facet of imagery—its role
in information processing, not its phenomenology or role in emotional life. In this
book we will focus on the nature of the internal events that underlie the
experience of “seeing with the mind’s eye”; we shall not consider the qualities of
the experience itself. The term “image” will refer to the internal representation
that is used in information processing, not the experience itself. The experience of
imagery is a sign that the underlying brain events are taking place, and hence
plays an invaluable role in the research—but is not in its own right the present
topic of study.21
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Here we can easily see that the concept of a mental image has become completely
subpersonal, while imagery experience at the personal level remains only a heuristic for
getting at the subpersonal level.
This divergence between the personal and subpersonal levels is closely related to
the familiar explanatory gap for consciousness. There is a conceptual and epistemological
gap between accounts of neural and cognitive processes at biological and functional
levels, and consciousness in the sense of subjective experience.22 Thus, in the case of
mental imagery, no current scientific account of the mechanisms of imagery (“the
internal representation that is used in information processing”) is sufficient to account for
the subjective experience of imagery (“the experience itself”).
The chasm between the personal and subpersonal levels and the related
explanatory gap between subjective experience and internal representation are also
evident in Pylyshyn’s recent restatement of the descriptionalist view.23 What is distinctive
about mental imagery, according to Pylyshyn, is not that it involves a special depictive
form of representation, but rather that the contents of the thoughts we experience as
images represent how things look or would look to us. Pylyshyn is aware that how things
look is a matter of the phenomenal content of our conscious experience. He admits that
“[a]s scientists we cannot ignore the contents of our conscious experience, because this is
one of the principal ways of knowing what we see and what our thoughts are about.”24
Nevertheless, he believes that the contents of experience are “insidious,” “misleading,”
and “contaminate” many scientific theories of perception and imagery.25 In his view, to
allow subjective experience to guide or constrain scientific theories of the mind is to fall
prey to a “phenomenological snare.”26 Hence he does not allow that a phenomenological
account of seeing and imagining could be profitably linked to a scientific account of
perception and imagery.
I disagree. It is not only possible but also necessary to pursue phenomenology and
experimental science as mutually constraining and enlightening projects. If our aim is to
have a comprehensive understanding of the mind, then focusing on the nature of the
internal events that underlie imagery experience, without considering the qualities of the
experience itself, will not take us far.
A good way to start is by scrutinizing the phenomenological assumptions made by
imagery theorists. Although descriptionalists and pictorialists adopt different attitudes
towards imagery experience, they share a deeper view of its phenomenal character and
they assume a certain conception of what imagining is as an intentional act.
Descriptionalists argue that our subjective experience of imagery is no guide to the
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format of the underlying mental representations, whereas pictorialists argue that our
imagery experience does correspond, at least partially, to this representational format.
Nevertheless, everyone seems to agree that in imagery we experience “phenomenal
mental images.”27 The term “phenomenal mental image” has been used to refer to the
“seeming objects of image experiences,” by contrast with the term “functional mental
image,” which refers to the internal representations involved in imagery.28 Usually
phenomenal mental images are assumed to be objects we “see with our mind’s eye,”
though it is also sometimes said that phenomenal mental images are not things we see,
but things we have.29 In either case it is taken for granted that the subjective experience
of mental imagery is properly characterized as the experience of having (seeing or
undergoing) a phenomenal mental image. It is important to notice that this assumption is
a conceptual and phenomenological one about what constitutes imagery experience at the
personal level. One way to put this assumption is that our imagery experience involves
the belief that in such experience we see or have images in the mind. Descriptionalists
think this belief is strictly speaking false. According to descriptionalism, the mental
representations involved in imagery are not pictorial, introspection is misleading and
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unreliable, and our experience of imagery is a kind of illusion. Pictorialists, on the other
hand, think this belief is true or at least partially accurate. According to pictorialism, the
mental representations involved in imagery are pictorial, and introspection is sometimes
reliable. We thus arrive at a number of deeper and questionable assumptions these
theories share:
1. The phenomenal character of visual experience in general and imagery experience in
particular is pictorial (what we see and visualize seems to us like the content of a
picture); hence any phenomenological account of imagery experience must describe
this experience as pictorial.
2. If the phenomenal character of experience at the personal level does not match or
correspond to the internal representations in our brain at the subpersonal level, then
our experience is illusory (it is not really what it subjectively seems to be).
3. Visual experience is permeated by the belief that certain kinds of representations are
created in our brains during perception and imagery, namely, depictive or pictorial
representations.
4. The phenomenal character of visual experience is intuitively obvious; hence there is
no need for careful phenomenological analysis.
These ideas deserve to be rejected for a variety of reasons.30 Firstly, it is hardly
obvious that the phenomenal character of visual experience is pictorial. On the contrary,
as I discuss in the next section, the content of our experience is not pictorial in a number
of ways.31 Secondly, there is no need for a precise match between what we experience in
perception and whatever internal representations there are in our brains. For example, we
visually experience the world to be rich in detail not because we must represent all that
detail inside our heads at any given moment, but because we have constant sensorimotor
access to the presence and detail of the world, and we know how to make use of this
access.32 Thirdly, whatever impression we supposedly have of there being pictorial
representations in our head when we perceive is not a first-person impression of
experience, but a third-person, theoretical belief. Hence the illusion is a theorist’s
illusion, not an experiential one.33 Finally, these points are not intuitively obvious, but
30
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emerge from careful phenomenological analysis (in tandem with experimental
investigation). Although subjective experience is intimate and familiar, it hardly follows
that its phenomenal character is easy to specify. We need to distinguish between what
seems intuitively obvious and what requires careful phenomenological analysis to
discern.
In the rest of this paper I build on these ideas and apply them to the analysis of
visual mental imagery. In the next section, I sketch a phenomenological analysis of
imagery experience, and then in the final section I put this analysis to work in the
imagery debate. My strategy is a two-level one.34 At the personal level, I argue that visual
experience is not pictorial. The perceptual content of vision is not like the content of a
picture, and visualizing is not an experience in which we see or have a mental picture.
Visualizing is rather the activity of mentally representing to oneself a visual experience
whose intentional character is modified in certain ways (to be specified in the next
section). In visualizing, we enact a kind of quasi-seeing, and in quasi-seeing, we exercise
“off-line” or vicariously the same sensorimotor abilities we exercise “on-line” in seeing.
At the subpersonal level, I propose that we should not look for depictive representations
in the brain corresponding to what we see or visualize. Instead, we should try to
determine the functional processes that realize our sensorimotor abilities and that causally
enable the exercising of these abilities in perceiving and imagining.
II. Phenomenology and Imagery Experience
In this section, I sketch the outlines of a phenomenological approach to imagery
experience. Of particular importance is to differentiate three types of representational
mental activity—remembering, imagining, and picture-viewing (seeing something as a
picture).35
To frame this discussion we can make use of Ernst Mach’s famous attempt to
portray his own visual field.36 Lying on a divan with his right eye shut, Mach tried to
depict not his room, but the content of his (monocular) visual field. We can consider his
drawing on several levels. Firstly, the drawing exemplifies a certain pictorial conception
of visual experience: The content of perception is like that of a realistic picture. Secondly,
given this conception, it is natural to think that were Mach to close his eyes and imagine
his view of the room, he would, on the basis of memory, be creating or calling up a
mental image, a picture in the head (probably sketchy and indistinct by comparison with
perception). Thirdly, Mach’s drawing is itself a pictorial object; it is a material entity that
depicts a certain scene. It is thus not simply an object of perceptual experience, but an

particular, perceptual experience involves no commitment to the belief that we have pictures (or
any other kind of representation) in our brains when we see. See Noë, Action in Perception, pp.
55-59, Noë, “Is the Visual World a Grand Illusion?”, Noë, Pessoa, and Thompson, “Beyond the
Grand Illusion,” and Thompson, Noë, and Pessoa, “Perceptual Completion.”
34
I take this notion of a two-level strategy or account from S.L. Hurley, Consciousness in Action.
35
See Marbach, Mental Representation and Consciousness.
36
Ernst Mach, The Analysis of Sensations and the Relation of the Physical to the Psychical, trans.
C.A. Williams (New York: Dover Publications, 1959). My use of Mach’s picture builds on
Thompson, Noë, and Pessoa, “Perceptual Completion” (see pp. 194-195), and Noë, Action in
Perception, Chapter 2.
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object of pictorial experience. We need to look more closely at these three aspects of
Mach’s drawing.

The Visual Field as Depicted by Ernst Mach

Mach’s drawing is meant to be a depiction of what it is like for him to see his
study (with one eye), a depiction of the phenomenal content of his visual experience. The
drawing also invites us, the external viewer of the picture, to imagine taking up Mach’s
position as the internal viewer of the represented scene, so that our visual experience
would, as it were, coincide with his. There is readily available phenomenological
evidence, however, that our visual experience is not like this depiction.37 Consider that
we have poor peripheral vision. Hold a playing card at arms length just within your field
of view and you will not be able to tell its color, suit, or number. Stare at a word or
phrase on a page of text and you will be able to make out only a few of the other words.
These simple demonstrations show, contrary to Mach’s drawing, that we do not
experience the entirety of our visual field as having the clarity and detail of what we
focally attend to.
Barry Smith has interpreted Mach’s drawing as a depiction of Ewald Hering’s
definition of the visual field as “the totality of real objects imaged at a given moment on
the retina of the right or left eye.”38 But this interpretation cannot be right. Given the poor
resolution of peripheral vision, Mach must have moved his eye in order to draw the detail
at the periphery. Furthermore, besides these overt shifts of visual attention, he must have
made covert shifts of mental attention while holding his eye still (thereby changing his
mental focus while holding peripheral vision constant). His drawing is thus a
37

See Noë, Action in Perception, pp. 49-50, 69-72.
Ewald Hering, Outlines of a Theory of the Light Sense, trans. Leo M. Hurvich and Dorothea
Jameson (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1964), p. 226, as quoted by Barry Smith,
“Truth and the Visual Field,” in Petitot et al. (eds.), Naturalizing Phenomenology, pp. 317-329, at
p. 324.
38
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representation that abstracts and combines the contents of many attentional phases of
visual experience. It is a static representation of a temporally extended, dynamic process
of sensorimotor and mental exploration. It tries to present all at once visual contents that
at any given moment are not present to one in the way of a detailed picture.39
Another important feature of Mach’s drawing is his attempt to depict the
indeterminacy of the peripheral visual field by means of fading to white.40 This feature
may also be an attempt to depict the field as unbounded or topologically open, in the
sense that there is no boundary that is part of the field itself.41 The problem, however, is
that it seems impossible to depict these kinds of features of experience in a picture. The
visual field is unbounded and indeterminate in various ways, but not by becoming white
in the periphery. How to characterize these features is a difficult matter, but they do not
seem to be pictorial properties. They do not seem to be qualities representable within
experience, but rather structural features of experience.
Mach’s attempt to depict his visual field presupposes that we experience or can
introspectively attend to our visual field. Yet what Mach could not help but depict is his
room and a portion of his body from a certain vantage point. Experience is in this way
often said to be “diaphanous” or “transparent.”42 In trying to attend to the qualities of
experience, we as it were see right through them to the qualities of what is experienced.

39

Of course, picture-viewing also involves sensorimotor and mental exploration of the picture.
My point, however, is that visual experience is not determinate in its contents in the way the
surface of a picture is determinate in its qualitative features.
40
Wittgenstein comments on this feature of Mach’s drawing in his Philosophical Remarks (267)
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975). According to Wittgenstein, Mach confuses a (visual)
phenomenological mode of representation and a physical mode of representation. See Noë, Action
in Perception, pp. 71-72.
41
See Smith, “Truth and the Visual Field,” p. 324.
42
This idea goes back to G.E. Moore, “The Refutation of Idealism,” in G.E. Moore,
Philosophical Papers (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1922): “When we try to introspect the
sensation of blue, all we can see is the blue; the other element is as if it were diaphanous. Yet it
can be distinguished if we look attentively enough, and if we know there is something to look
for.” (p. 25). Note that Moore here states that the visual sensation is as if it were diaphanous, but
that it can be distinguished, a view in keeping with his sense-data theory of perception. H.P.
Grice, on the other hand, in his expression of the diaphanous idea, implied that we cannot
introspectively distinguish any sensation distinct from what we see: “such experiences (if
experiences they be) as seeing and feeling seem to be, as it were, diaphanous: if we were asked to
pay close attention, on a given occasion, to our seeing or feeling as distinct from what was being
seen or felt, we should not know how to proceed; and the attempt to describe the differences
between seeing and feeling seems to dissolve into a description of what we see and what we feel.”
See his “Some Remarks about the Senses,” in R.J. Butler (ed.), Analytic Philosophy (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1962), reprinted in Alva Noë and Evan Thompson, Vision and Mind: Readings
in the Philosophy of Perception (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2002), pp. 35-54, at p. 45. For
discussion of the transparency thesis, see Amy Kind, “What’s So Transparent about
Transparency?”, Philosophical Studies 115 (2003): 225-244; M.G.F. Martin, “The Transparency
of Experience,” Mind and Language 17 (2002): 376-425; Charles Siewert, “Is Experience
Transparent?”, Philosophical Studies 117 (2004): 15-41; and Daniel Stoljar, “The Argument from
Diaphanousness,” forthcoming in Maite Escurdia, Robert Stainton, and Chris Viger (eds.),
Language, Mind and World, Canadian Journal of Philosophy, Supplementary Volume.
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Some philosophers rely on this idea to argue for representationalism, the thesis
that the phenomenal character of experience is entirely a matter of the representational
content of experience, or to put it another way, that the qualities of experience are one
and the same as the qualities of the world represented by experience.43 Most of the
debates about representationalism have focused on the issue of qualia. Philosophers who
maintain that experience has, in addition to its representational content, intrinsic
sensational properties or qualia, reject representationalism.44 I doubt there are qualia in
the sense of nonintentional sensory qualities.45 But I wish to present a different criticism
of representationalism. This criticism is phenomenological and is directly relevant to the
task of clarifying the phenomenal character of mental imagery. As I mentioned earlier,
the phenomenal character of experience includes both the qualitative character of what
we experience (e.g., sensory qualities of the world and our body) and the subjective
character of the mental acts whereby we experience (e.g., perceiving, remembering, and
imagining).46 Representationalism neglects the subjective character of experience.47 By

43

See Gilbert Harmon, “The Intrinsic Quality of Experience,” Philosophical Perspectives 4
(1990): 31-52, reprinted in Block et al. (eds.), The Nature of Consciousness, pp. 663-676;
Michael Tye, Ten Problems of Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford
Book, 1995), Color, Content, and Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford
Book, 2000), and The Imagery Debate, Chapter 7.
44
E.g., Ned Block, “Inverted Earth,” in Block et al. (eds.), The Nature of Consciousness, pp. 677693. For an overview of the debate between qualia realists and representationalists with regard to
the transparency thesis, see Stoljar, “The Argument from Diaphanousness.”
45
I am unconvinced that there are qualitative properties of experience that exhibit no
intentionality; see my Colour Vision: A Study in Cognitive Science and the Philosophy of
Perception (London: Routledge Press, 1995), Chapter 6. I also believe, however, that not all
intentionality is a matter of representational content, and thus that the notion of intentionality
should not be equated with that of representation.
46
My use of the term “subjective character of experience” is thus somewhat different from
Nagel’s (in his “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?”). Nagel introduced this term to refer to what a
subject’s experience is like for that subject. What experience is like in this sense involves both the
qualitative properties of the subject’s experience (qualia) and the subject’s phenomenal firstperson point of view. I use the term to refer specifically to how a given type of mental activity
(e.g., seeing or visualizing) is implicitly and nonreflectively experienced from one’s first-person
perspective. My usage is close to Uriah Kriegel’s in his “Naturalizing Subjective Character,”
Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, forthcoming. He uses “subjective character of
experience” to mean the implicit and nonreflective “for-me-ness” of conscious experience. For
both Kriegel and me, the phenomenal character of experience is the compresence (to use his
formulation) of qualitative character and subjective character (for-me-ness). On this view, every
conscious mental state (every mental state with phenomenal character) is implicitly and
nonreflectively self-aware. This notion of nonreflective (or prereflective) self-consciousness is
central to the accounts of consciousness in the phenomenological tradition from Brentano to
Husserl to Sartre. For recent discussions, see Uriah Kriegel, “Consciousness as Intransitive SelfConsciousness: Two Views and an Argument,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy 33 (2003): 103132, and “Consciousness as Sensory Quality and as Implicit Self-Awareness,” Phenomenology
and the Cognitive Sciences 2 (2003): 1-26; Kathleen V. Wider, The Bodily Nature of
Consciousness: Sartre and Contemporary Philosophy of Mind (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1997); Dan Zahavi, Self-Awareness and Alterity: A Phenomenological Investigation (Evanston,
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contrast, phenomenological analysis focuses explicitly on the linkage between the
qualitative character of what we experience and the subjective character of the mental
activity whereby we experience it.
To bring out the import of this point we need to consider more carefully the claim
that experience is transparent. Its locus classicus in recent philosophy is the following
passage from Gilbert Harman:
When Eloise sees a tree before her, the colors she experiences are all experienced
as features of the tree and its surroundings. None of them are experienced as
intrinsic features of her experience. Nor does she experience any features of
anything as intrinsic features of her experience. And that is true of you too. There
is nothing special about Eloise’s visual experience. When you see a tree, you do
not experience any features as intrinsic features of your experience. Look at a tree
and try to turn your attention to intrinsic features of your visual experience. I
predict you will find that the only features there to turn your attention to will be
features of the presented tree, including relational features of the tree “from
here.”48
Harman’s main concern in this passage is to undercut the sense-datum theory of
perception, according to which the colors we are aware of are inner and mental
properties, not properties of external objects. Nevertheless, it is not clear what the exact
argument of this passage is supposed to be or how it is supposed to support
representationalism.49 I wish to focus on two core phenomenological claims that can be
extracted from this passage (often repeated by other representationalists).50 The first
concerns experience in the sense of awareness (presented in the third-person about
Eloise); the second concerns attention (presented as a prediction about what one will find
in one’s own first-person case):

IL: Northwestern University Press, 1999), “Back to Brentano?” Journal of Consciousness Studies
11 (2004): 66-87, and Subjectivity and Selfhood: Investigating the First-Person Perspective
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford Book, forthcoming).
47
This statement needs qualification. By “representationalism” in this context I mean externalist
representationalism, as advocated by Harman and Tye (see note 43). For a detailed
representationalist account of subjectivity, defined as the possession of a phenomenal first-person
perspective, see Thomas Metzinger, Being No One: The Self-Model Theory of Subjectivity
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford Book, 2003). Metzinger’s account focuses on the
phenomenal content of the first-person perspective, but does not analyze the intentionality of
mental acts as these are experienced in their subjective performance.
48
Harmon, “The Intrinsic Quality of Experience,” p. 667.
49
See Kind, “What’s So Transparent about Transparency?”, Siewert, “Is Experience
Transparent?”, and Stoljar, “The Argument from Diaphanousness.”
50
In addition to Tye’s writings (cited in note 43) see Fred Dretske, Naturalizing the Mind
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford Book, 1995) and William G. Lycan, Consciousness
and Experience (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press/A Bradford Book, 1996).
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Extreme Transparency of Awareness: We are not aware of (intrinsic mental
features of) our experience, but only of the objects and properties presented by
that experience.
Extreme Transparency of Attention: We cannot attend to (intrinsic mental features
of) our experience, but only to the objects and properties presented by that
experience.
Harman’s passage clearly suggests these extreme transparency claims (as do
statements by other representationalists).51 I call them extreme in order to distinguish
them from the following two moderate transparency claims:52
Moderate Transparency of Awareness: We are not usually explicitly aware of
(intrinsic mental features of) our experience, but only of the objects and properties
presented by that experience.
Moderate Transparency of Attention: We can (with effort) attend to (intrinsic
mental features of) our experience, but not by turning our attention away from
what that experience is of (i.e., what is presented by that experience).
I submit that the extreme transparency claims are demonstrably false and the
moderate ones true.
Consider visual experience. When I see the bottle of wine in front of me on the
table, I experience (am visually aware of) the wine bottle. But I also experience my
seeing. In experiencing my seeing in this way I do not need to introspect or reflect; my
awareness is instead an implicit and nonreflective one. I experience my seeing by living it
nonreflectively. Suppose, now, that I close my eyes and visualize the wine bottle. The
intentional object of my mental state is still the bottle (the bottle is “the seeming object of
my image experience,” not a mental picture of the bottle). But now what I implicitly and
nonreflectively experience is my visualizing. Clearly, there are significant differences in
the intentional content of the visualization and the perception. The most striking is that
the bottle as visualized does not have the immediacy and presence of the bottle as
perceived; rather, it has a peculiar kind of phenomenal absence. As Sartre puts it: “in so
far as he appears to me as imaged, this Pierre who is present in London, appears to me as
absent. This fundamental absence, this essential nothingness of the imaged object,
suffices to differentiate it from the objects of perception.”53 It is important also to notice
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Thus, Harman says, “Nor does she experience any features of anything as intrinsic features of
her experience. And that is true of you too.” Similarly, Ian Gold, citing Harman, writes:
“Experience, it is sometimes said, is ‘diaphanous’: one sees through it to the object or property
the experience is representing. The experience itself has no properties accessible to the
experiencer.” See his “Interpreting the Neuroscience of Imagery,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences
25 (2002): 190-191, at p. 190.
52
See Kind, “What’s So Transparent about Transparency?”, p. 230. She distinguishes between
“strong” and “weak” transparency claims, whose formulation differ from mine above.
53
Sartre, The Imaginary, p. 180.
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the distinct experiential features of the intentional acts themselves. For example, the
visual perception feels involuntary and effortless, whereas the visualization feels
voluntary, effortful, and needing to call upon memory.54 In these ways, I am aware not
simply of the intentional objects and properties presented by my experience, but also of
features of my experience, or better yet, of my experiencing. These features include the
specific intentional act or attitude component of the experience (perceiving or visualizing
or remembering, etc.), associated qualities of this act (being effortless or effortful, etc.),
and the invariant phenomenal quality of “mineness” or “for-me-ness” that characterizes
all my experiencing (it is my seeing and my visualizing).55
We could summarize this line of thought by saying that the extreme transparency
of awareness thesis neglects that constitutive feature of experience we can call (following
Husserl and Sartre) prereflective self-consciousness. In my visual experience of the wine
bottle, I am explicitly aware of the bottle, but also implicitly aware of my visual
experience of the bottle.56 This sort of implicit awareness is a kind of self-consciousness
(I am implicitly aware of the visual experience as mine). But it is not a reflective or
introspective self-consciousness, because there is no phenomenally conscious reflection
or introspection that takes the experience as its object.57 Rather, the experience itself is
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I do not mean to imply that all imagining is voluntary and effortful in this way. Daydreaming,
reverie, and fantasy are usually not. Cf. also Sartre, The Imaginary, pp. 18-19: “In most cases, no
doubt, the [mental] image springs from a deep spontaneity that cannot be assimilated to the will…
But involuntary and voluntary images represent two closely related types of consciousness, of
which one is produced by a voluntary spontaneity and the other by a spontaneity without will.”
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Barry Dainton has criticized what he calls awareness-content dualism in theories of
consciousness. Crucial to this dualism as Dainton describes it is the view that awareness is a bare
act devoid of any intrinsic phenomenal characteristics. My differentiation of experience into
intentional-act and intentional-object poles involves no commitment to this notion of bare
awareness. See Dainton’s Stream of Consciousness and “The Gaze of Consciousness,” Journal of
Consciousness Studies 9 (2002): 31-48.
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Uriah Kriegel, in his “The Functional Role of Consciousness: A Phenomenological Approach,”
Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences 3 (2004): 171-193, interprets this implicit selfawareness as a form of marginal or peripheral awareness (see also his “Consciousness as
Intransitive Self-Consciousness: Two Views and an Argument,” and “Consciousness as Sensory
Quality and as Implicit Self-Awareness”). This view can also be found in Aron Gurwitsch, The
Field of Consciousness (Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University Press, 1964). The problem with
this view is that it treats one’s implicit awareness of one’s experiences on the model of one’s
implicit awareness of objects in the background of perception. Various arguments can be given to
show that experiences are not given as objects in implicit self-awareness and that prereflective
self-consciousness does not have a subject/object structure. See Zahavi, “Back to Brentano?”,
Self-Awareness and Alterity, and Subjectivity and Selfhood.
57
Notice I say that the experience is not the object of another higher-order phenomenally
conscious mental state. The reason is that I do not wish to beg the question against the higherorder thought theory of consciousness. According to this theory, a conscious mental state is one
that is the object of an accompanying higher-order cognitive state that is not itself a conscious
state. Thus this theory attempts to explain intransitive consciousness (a mental state’s being a
conscious mental state) in terms of transitive consciousness (a mental state is intransitively
conscious just in case one is transitively conscious of it, and to be transitively conscious of it is to
have an accompanying higher-order thought that one is in that very state). This theory is meant to
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prereflectively self-aware. In Sartre’s words: “every positional consciousness of an object
is at the same time a non-positional [nonobject-directed or intransitive] consciousness of
itself.”58 This type of self-consciousness is arguably a constitutive feature of phenomenal
consciousness.59 It is hard to make sense of the thought that one could have a conscious
perception without experiencing one’s perceiving, or that one could have a conscious
mental image without experiencing one’s imagining, or that one could have a conscious
memory without experiencing one’s remembering. But if conscious experience is
necessarily self-aware in this way, then contrary to the extreme transparency thesis, we
are implicitly aware of constitutive features of our experience and not simply of the
objects and properties our experience presents.
It also seems clear, contrary to the extreme transparency of attention thesis, that
we can become explicitly aware of features of our experience by attending to them
(instead of attending simply to the objects presented by that experience). In seeing, I
attend to features of what there is to see. But I can also attend to how seeing feels, to
what the activity of seeing is like for me, and to the ways it feels different from freely
imagining and from remembering. In attending to experience in this way, I can become
explicitly aware of features I do not normally notice (attend to), precisely because they
usually remain implicit and prereflective.
The moderate transparency of attention thesis is compatible with these points. It
acknowledges that we can (with effort) attend to experience. But it also makes the point
that we cannot do so by turning our attention away from what that experience presents.
Some philosophers do talk about turning attention away from the experienced object to
the (self-aware) intentional act. But this way of speaking does not seem apt. Usually
when we talk about turning our attention away from one thing to another we imply that
we ignore or look away from the first in favor of the second. It seems impossible,
however, to ignore the experienced object when we attend to features of the experience.60
This truth is what the transparency metaphor aims to convey. Thus the right way to

be a substantive hypothesis about what intransitive consciousness is, not a phenomenological
description. My point in the text, however, is a phenomenological one: It is that experience
involves an implicit self-awareness that is not a function of conscious reflection or introspection.
The higher-order thought theory is free to acknowledge this phenomenological point, but would
aim to explain or analyze implicit self-awareness in terms of transitive consciousness and
accompanying (nonconscious) higher-order thoughts. I think such accounts are unsuccessful, but
I have not argued for this claim in this paper. For the higher-order thought theory, see David
Rosenthal, “A Theory of Consciousness,” in Block et al. (ed.), The Nature of Consciousness, pp.
729-753. For rebuttals of the higher-order thought theory on behalf of a one-level account of
consciousness as intransitive self-consciousness, see Kriegel, “Intransitive Self-Consciousness:
Two Views and an Argument,” and Dan Zahavi and Josef Parnas, “Phenomenal Consciousness
and Self-awareness: A Phenomenological Critique of Representational Theory,” Journal of
Consciousness Studies 5 (1998): 687-705.
58
Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, trans. Hazel Barnes (New York: Philosophical
Library, 1956), p. liii.
59
For arguments for this claim, see Kriegel, “Intransitive Self-Consciousness,” Zahavi and
Parnas, “Phenomenal Consciousness and Self-Awareness,” and Zahavi, Subjectivity and
Selfhood.
60
See Siewert, “Is Experience Transparent?”, pp. 35-37.
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pursue phenomenological analysis is not to turn our attention inward (as the notion of
introspection implies), but to direct our attention to the appearance of the object, or the
appearance of the world more generally, while vigilantly keeping in mind that
appearances are objective correlates of subjective intentional acts (e.g., how something
looks is correlated to and is a function of how one looks at it). Clearly, the sort of
attention in play here is cognitive or mental attention, not perceptual attention.61 In
attending to features of my visual experience, I do not (and cannot) look away from what
that experience presents. Rather, I shift my mental or cognitive attention to how things
look given my perceptual attitude. In this way, features of experience on the side of the
intentional act, which usually remain implicit or latent, can be made explicit and
available for phenomenological consideration. In sum, the way to think about what we do
when we attend directly to features of our experience is not that we turn away from the
outer and ignore it in favor of the inner, but rather that we make explicit or manifest
features that are usually implicit or latent.62
Let us return to Mach’s drawing with these ideas in hand, considering it now as a
picture seen by us. Following Husserl, we can distinguish three types of intentional
objects implicit in the experience of seeing something as a picture (e.g., a portrait,
photograph, or landscape painting).63 Firstly, there is the physical and perceptible
pictorial vehicle, in our case, Mach’s drawing on paper (the original and its
reproductions). Secondly, there is the pictorial image, which also appears perceptually,
but is not apprehended as a real thing like the pictorial vehicle. In our example, the
pictorial image is Mach’s field of view as depicted. Whereas the pictorial vehicle is
something we can touch or move, the pictorial image as such is not. It is irreal, or as
Sartre more provocatively puts it, “a nothingness.”64 Finally, there is the pictorial subject
or referent—the person himself or herself who is the subject of the depiction (e.g., in a
portrait), or the scene itself (e.g., in a landscape painting). In our example, the pictorial
subject is Mach’s actual field of view. The pictorial subject is absent and may or may not
exist.
The phenomenological problem of the intentionality of picture-viewing is the
problem of how these distinct types of intentional objects and their correlative intentional
acts combine to form the complex experience of seeing something as a picture.
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Stoljar makes a similar point in his “The Argument from Diaphanousness,” section 5.2.
There is a large phenomenological literature on whether this activity of making features of
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Let us distinguish between intentional acts of “presentation” and “representation.”65 Perception is presentational; imagination, memory, and picture-viewing
are re-presentational. In perception one has an experience as of something present to one
and of oneself as having direct access to it. In re-presentational experience, on the other
hand, one has an experience as of something absent and of oneself as mentally bringing it
into a kind of quasi-presence by way of a mediating intentional activity. For example, one
images or visualizes something by mental representing a possible visual experience of it,
and one remembers a past occurrence by mentally representing to oneself one’s previous
experience of it. Note that the definitive feature of re-presentational experience is that the
object is experienced as absent and as needing to be mentally evoked or brought to
presence, but not that it needs to be brought to presence again. The latter characteristic
belongs to memory, but not to every type of re-presentational experience (such as freely
visualizing or fantasizing). Note also that re-presentational experiences do not float
freely, as it were, but arise on the basis of ongoing presentational experiences of one’s
actual surroundings.
Picture-viewing comprises both presentation and re-presentation in a complex
way. The physical picture is present to perception, while the absent pictorial subject is represented, brought into presence by the pictorial image. In viewing and appreciating a
picture, we are interested mainly in neither the physical picture nor the pictorial subject
as such, but rather in the pictorial image that appears in the physical picture and
represents the pictorial subject. The intentional object of picture-viewing is thus in a way
double, for it comprises both the pictorial subject and the pictorial image of that subject
appearing in the physical vehicle of the picture. One could argue that this physical
vehicle counts as a pictorial entity thanks to the apprehension of an image appearing in it.
On this view, imagination, in the sense of the mental apprehension of an image, is a
necessary constituent of pictorial experience.
My concern here is not to defend this claim about pictorial experience, but rather
to argue that imagining in the sense of visualizing has a different intentional structure
from picture-viewing.66 This point can be introduced by turning to the mental activity of
remembering.
Suppose Mach, having finished his drawing, later remembers having drawn his
visual field while seated in his study. In what does the experience of this sort of mental
65

See Marbach, Mental Representation and Consciousness, Chapters 2 and 3. This distinction is
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(representation).
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activity consist? How is remembering different in its subjective character from perceiving
and picture-viewing?
As noted above, perceptual experiences have a directness and immediacy that
make them presentational in character rather than re-presentational.67 In remembering,
however, situations and events are experienced not as present, but as past. They are
necessarily re-presented by experience instead of presented. The phenomenological
question is how this re-presentation subjectively works. According to the image theory of
memory, when one remembers one apprehends a mental image of something experienced
in the past. One problem with this theory is that in memory one does not take oneself to
be imagining something that seems like what one remembers; one takes oneself to be
remembering something as it occurred. The standard way to deal with this problem is to
insist that what one remembers is the past occurrence, not the mental image, but that one
remembers the past by virtue of the mental image. But this move highlights a deeper
problem, which is that the image theory fails to account for how an image had in the
present can yield a memory experience as of something past. Husserl’s account of
memory as the re-presentation of a past experience aims to overcome this difficulty.68
Consider that when you remember a past occurrence or situation, you also implicitly
remember your earlier experience of it. Mach remembers his field of view as it appeared
to him from his couch, but he does so by way of implicitly remembering his earlier visual
experience. Thus, in memory, one apprehends something absent (the past) not by means
of an image (a mental picture), but through the mediation of an experience (e.g., a
perceptual experience) that is taken to have occurred in the past and that is reproduced in
the present in a modified way, namely, as purely re-presented and thus nonactual. In
other words, the experience in its re-presented form is not an actual experience (i.e., an
actual token experience resembling the past token experience), but rather an as-if or
quasi-experience, or better yet, a quasi-experiencing. The experience does not actually
occur, or the experiencing is not actually performed, for it is only intentionally implied in
the remembering.69 On this view, to say that I remember X is to say that I mentally
represent X by re-presenting an experience of X believed to have actually occurred in the
past.70 It is important to note that the intentional object of the memory is usually the past
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occurrence, not the past experience of it (unless the two are one and the same, e.g., a past
pain one experienced). The re-presenting of the past experience usually operates only
implicitly and prereflectively. Furthermore, the earlier experience is not literally
reproduced or recreated in the memory. Rather, the intentionality of memory, in referring
to the past, implies the correlative experience of that past. Husserl’s way of expressing
this point is that the memory does not really contain the past experience, but rather
intentionally implicates it.71
A tempting way to link this idea to cognitive science would be to say that memory
does not involve “on-line” sensory experience—sensory experience appropriately
constrained by current sensorimotor interaction with the environment—but rather “offline,” simulated sensory experience, or better yet, emulated sensory experience. An
emulation represents an activity by reenacting it in a circumscribed and modified way
(e.g., as an internal process that models, but does not loop through, peripheral sensory
and motor systems).72 Remembering could involve emulating earlier sensory experiences,
and in this way reenacting them.
The experience of recollection thus involves a kind of “doubling of
consciousness,”73 for in being the conscious re-presentation of a past occurrence,
remembering is also the conscious re-presentation of a previous consciousness. (Here we
touch upon the complexities of internal time-consciousness, which are beyond the scope
of this paper.)74 Seeing something as a picture, on the other hand, involves a double
intentional object—the pictorial subject plus the pictorial image appearing in the physical
vehicle. There is thus a clear sense in which picture-viewing can be said to involve a
mental image, for the image in a picture is arguably nothing other than an intentional
correlate of the mental activity of picture-viewing. This image has a clearly identifiable
vehicle, namely, the physical material of the picture. Remembering, however, lacks this
threefold structure of vehicle/image/referent. Moreover, appealing to mental images does
not explain the intentionality of memory. The problem with the image theory of memory
is that it turns memory into a kind of pictorial experience, and thereby distorts its
intentional structure and subjective character.
The same points hold for imagining or visualizing: Imagining is not a species of
pictorial experience. In visual imagining, one apprehends something not by means of a
mental image, but through the mediation of another intentional act, namely, the re-
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presenting and thus quasi-enacting of a visual experience.75 What needs to be clarified is
how this sort of mental re-presentation differs from remembering.
Suppose Mach, while drawing his visual field, becomes distracted and visualizes
his books rearranged on the shelves. We can suppose that he is not remembering any
particular past arrangement and that he has no intention of actually rearranging them. He
simply visualizes how they would look in a different arrangement. In this way, imagining
(more precisely, imaging) does not require belief in the factual reality of the experience it
re-presents and thereby intentionally implies. In other words, there is no implication
either that such an experience has occurred in the past (as in remembering) or that it will
occur in the future (as in anticipation or expectation). Rather, in imagining, this doxastic
feature of belief in the actual (past or future) occurrence of the experience that is being
mentally re-presented is “neutralized.”76 On this view, to say that I imagine X is to say
that I mentally represent X through a neutralized quasi-experiencing of X.77 For example,
in imagining the Eiffel Tower, I represent to myself a visual experience as of the Eiffel
Tower, where I remain noncommittal about the actual occurrence of such an experience.
Thus, in both visual remembering and visualizing, one’s experience can be
described as one of quasi-seeing. In remembering, this quasi-seeing involves believing
that the occurrence and the corresponding visual experience existed in the past, whereas
in purely imagining, this sort of belief is not in play and one is noncommittal.78
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Several comments about this noncommittal quality are in order. Firstly, the
neutralization or suspension of belief that makes for this noncommittal quality belongs to
the way the sensory experience is mentally represented, in other words to the quasiseeing. It is thus independent of belief in the existence or nonexistence of the object or
scene that one imagines. I believe that the Eiffel Tower exists in Paris. Nevertheless, in
visualizing a possible view of the Eiffel Tower from (say) Trocadero, I re-present a visual
experience whose actual occurrence at any time in the past or future I am in no way
committed to. On the other hand, if I imagine a flute-playing centaur (see Husserl, Ideas
1, §23), then not only is my quasi-seeing as of the centaur neutralized, but I also take the
object of my imagining to be purely fictional. Thus, in neutralized quasi-seeing, there
remain various ways in which the object or scene can be represented. For example, I can
take it to exist (the Eiffel Tower), to not exist but to be possible in this world (a fantasy
house in which I could live), or to not exist and to be purely fictional (a flute-playing
centaur).79
Secondly, neutralization does not imply that one is noncommittal with respect to
the imagined scene. For example, in visualizing the Eiffel Tower as seen from Trocadero,
I am not noncommittal about whether the imagined scene contains a tower seen from
across the river Seine. In other words, my commitment to these features is not itself
imagined, but actual.80
Nevertheless, thirdly, there are different ways in which the act of imagining can
“posit” its object. Sartre distinguishes four ways: “it can posit the object as nonexistent,
or as absent, or as existing elsewhere; it can also ‘neutralize’ itself, which is to say not
posit its object as existent.”81 The first three types of positing concern the imagined
object and are all variations on the way it appears as absent in imagining. The fourth type
concerns the positing act itself and has a different structure.
In the first type, the object is posited as nonexistent, and hence not able to be
perceptually present at all. Such objects are fictions (e.g., a flute-playing centaur).82 In the
second and third types, the object is posited as existing, and so as something that could be
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brought into one’s presence and perceived. On the one hand, the object could be posited
simply as absent with no further qualification; on the other hand, it could be posited as
absent and elsewhere. For example, in now imagining my friend Alva, I can posit him
simply as absent, or as absent and in Berkeley.
The fourth type of positing is suspension of belief in the existence of the object,
but without positing its nonexistence. So defined, suspension can occur not only in
imagination, but also in perception: “This is what happens in perception when I see a man
coming towards me and I say ‘It is possible this man is Pierre’. But, precisely, this
suspension of belief, this abstention, concerns the man approaching. Of this man, I doubt
that he is Pierre; I do not thereby doubt that he is a man. In a word, my doubt necessarily
implies a positing of existence of the type: a man coming towards me.”83 Sartre’s
example of neutralization in imagination is a case of picture-viewing:84 “if I look at the
photos in a magazine, they can very well ‘say nothing to me’, which is to say I look at
them without positing their existence. Thus, the people whose photographs I see are
indeed reached through these photographs, but without my positing their existence, just
as the Knight and Death are reached through Dürer’s engraving, but without my positing
them.”85 Sartre’s point is that I can look at the photographs and see them as photographs
of people, not simply as glossy papers, but without thinking that these people are alive or
dead, existent or nonexistent. Rather, I remain noncommittal; my pictorial experience
simply does not go into or broach this matter.86
There is thus a difference between the way Sartre employs the idea of
neutralization and the way I presented it above. On the one hand, as Sartre makes clear,
“what distinguishes the different positional types is the thetic character of the intention,
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not the existence or nonexistence of the object.”87 In other words, the noncommittal
quality belongs to the intentional act rather than the intentional content. On the other
hand, what Sartre takes to be neutralized is belief in the existence or nonexistence of the
imagined object (e.g., the people in the photograph), whereas in my presentation what is
neutralized is belief in the actuality of the re-presented sensory experience. In other
words, the noncommittal quality pertains to the quasi-seeing constitutive of visual
imagining. It is thus firmly on the act-side rather than the content-side of the intentional
structure.
The foregoing analysis of visual imagining as noncommittal quasi-seeing tries to
capture both the important similarities and differences between perceptual experience and
imagery experience. On the one hand, quasi-seeing involves visual experience, but on the
other hand, this visual experience is only intentionally implied, not actual. That it is
internal to the nature of visual imagining that there is a mentally represented visual
experience whenever one visually imagines an object or scene may account for the
similarities between visual perception and visualization (e.g., shared perspectival
content).88 Yet that the visual experience is only intentionally implied means that its
content is determined primarily by the imagining intention and the knowledge that
intention contains.89 Hence, unlike perception, the intentional content of one’s imagining
is not constrained by one’s current sensorimotor activities and dependencies—ones
“sensorimotor contingencies.”90 In particular, there is no correlation (or merely a
temporary, accidental one) between what one is visualizing and how one is sensing and
moving in relation to one’s environment. To borrow an example from Elisabeth Pacherie,
“I can, for instance, close my eyes and imagine a cube, I can even imagine myself turning
around the cube, I can during this exercise move my head and my body in different ways,
but unless by coincidence or because of my deliberately intending it to be so, my
movements will not be correlated with the sequence of images of the cube that I imagine
I am moving around.”91
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The supposition that the intentional content of an imagining episode is determined
primarily by an intention unconstrained by current sensorimotor contingencies might also
explain another widely-noted difference between imagery experience and perceptual
experience, namely, a certain unexplorability of the imagined object by contrast with the
explorability of the object for perception.92 In perception, objects not only appear
perspectivally, but present profiles that vary with one’s movement. We experience
objects as having “sensorimotor profiles,” as things whose appearances would vary in
precise ways as we move around them, or as they move in relation to us.93 Perception
thus implies “the necessity of making a tour of objects.”94 On the other hand, although
the object as imagined appears perspectivally, “we no longer need to make a tour of it:
the imaged cube is given immediately for what it is.”95 Whereas my seeing something as
a cube is revocable—I could be mistaken, the object could show itself to be something
else as I explore it—my imagining a cube is not revocable in this way. There is no
possibility of still-to-be-disclosed profiles that could show the object not to be a cube, for
to say it is no longer a cube, but rather (say) a diamond, is to say that I am now imagining
a diamond, i.e., that the intention of my imagining has changed and now determines a
new intentional object. Exactly the same is true if I visualize a cube now from this angle,
now from that angle: I do not explore or make a tour of the cube, but change what I
imagine by changing my imaginative intention.96 Although such intentions clearly
embody sensorimotor knowledge, the movement from one to the next, unlike in
perception, is not correlated to the sensorimotor dependencies that currently figure in
one’s relation to one’s surroundings.
It is time to state the main upshot for the imagery debate of this phenomenological
analysis of imagery experience. This analysis of imagery experience in remembering and
imagining makes no mention of phenomenal mental images. In remembering and
imagining, one apprehends an object (or event or state of affairs) not through a mental
image (a picture in the head), but by representing another intentional act (and by
necessity that act’s intentional object). One might object that although mental images are
not the intentional objects of remembering and imagining experiences, and so are not
inwardly “seen,” they are nonetheless “had” or “undergone” in those experiences. But if
the content of perceptual experience is not pictorial, then there is no good reason to
assume that the content of quasi-seeing in remembering or imagining is pictorial. Exactly
where, then, in experience is the mental image or inner picture supposed to be found, and
exactly what role is it supposed to play? Despite the widespread assumption to the
contrary in cognitive science (see Section I and note 27), imagining and remembering are
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not properly described as pictorial in their phenomenal character (unless, of course, one is
imagining or remembering looking at a picture).
III. The Imagery Debate Revisited
What is initially striking about this phenomenological analysis of imagery experience,
from the perspective of the imagery debate, is that it supports the claim, made by
descriptionalists, though not proprietary to them, that visualizing is not the inspection of a
mental image, but rather the mental representation of what it is like, or was like, or would
be like, to see something, given one’s tacit knowledge of how things look and one’s
sensorimotor skills.97 Thus this phenomenological analysis undermines a principal
motivation for analytical isomorphism in imagery research, namely, the assumption that
imagery experience is the experience of a phenomenal mental image, or that the content
of imagery experience is given by an image. Analytical isomorphism seeks to find
depictive structures in the brain corresponding to the supposedly imagistic or pictorial
content of imagery experience. It is, of course, an empirical question whether
topographically organized areas of the visual cortex are involved in one or another type
of visual imagining. But evidence for their involvement cannot be taken to mean that
activity in these areas corresponds to the content of what we experience when we visually
imagine a scene.98 In visualizing a scene we represent to ourselves a visual experience of
the scene, and neither the content of the visual experience nor that of the quasi-seeing in
which it is represented is given by an image or picture.
Although this line of thought supports descriptionalism, it also suggests that the
descriptionalist, tacit knowledge account of mental imagery is vague and underspecified.
According to Pylyshyn, the “null hypothesis” is that all cognition makes use of the same
representational format.99 What is distinctive about imagery is that the content of one’s
thoughts concern how things look. To decide, however, whether to accept or reject this
null hypothesis in any given case, we need to know exactly what the subject is mentally
doing. According to the tacit knowledge proposal, when subjects are asked to visualize
something, they in effect ask themselves what it is like to see it, and then simulate as
many of the relevant aspects as they can, given their knowledge of how things look, how
that knowledge is organized, and their repertoire of psychophysical skills. The problem
with this proposal, from a phenomenological point of view, is that does not specify in
nearly enough detail what the individual subject is mentally doing during a particular
episode of imagery experience. As we have seen, one can simulate seeing something in
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various ways—by imagining it (where this means noncommittal quasi-seeing according
to various “positing attitudes”), by remembering it, and by seeing it in a picture. One can
also reiterate these types of mental activities in complicated ways: One can remember
imagining something; one can imagine remembering something; one can visualize
looking at a picture; one can remember visualizing looking at a picture, and so forth.
These mental activities all have different subjective characters and intentional and
cognitive structures.
This point casts light on the intentional structure of imagery experience in
standard imagery tasks. Consider Shepard and Metzler’s well-known mental rotation
task.100 Subjects looked at pairs of two-dimensional, perspective line-drawings of threedimensional shapes. The shapes were at different orientations, and the task was to
determine whether the two shapes were the same. What Shepard and Metzler found is
that the time it takes to decide whether the two shapes are identical increases linearly as
the angle between them increases, no matter whether the rotation is in the plane or in
depth. Although introspective reports were not collected in the original study,101 many
people report visualizing one or both shapes being rotated in order to perform the task.
This task involves a combination of picture-viewing and visual imagining, because one
sees the 2D display as a 3D image and then visualizes movement in the picture. In other
words, one visualizes the rotation of a pictorial image. Consider now Kosslyn’s wellknown map scanning experiments.102 Subjects memorize a simple picture of an island
with various objects on it. Once they have learned to draw the map from memory, they
are asked to visualize it, fix their attention on one landmark, mentally “scan” to another
landmark, and report when they can “see” this second landmark in their “mind’s eye.”
The reaction time to report “seeing” the second landmark is measured and found to be a
linear function of the distance between the two landmarks in the original map. This task
combines picture-viewing, remembering, and visualizing, for one must visualize a
remembered picture. Thus, in these imagery tasks, subjects appear to be simulating or
mentally representing the perception of a picture. What these tasks elicit, therefore, is
neither simply perception, nor visual remembering, nor visual imagining, but both actual
and imagined pictorial experience.
As Pylyshyn has discussed, there is a widespread tendency to interpret the results
of these experiments according to analytical isomorphism, in other words as showing that
we rotate and scan phenomenal mental images isomorphic to depicture structures in the
brain.103 One wonders whether this tendency is motivated by the fact that in these
experiments subjects are perceiving and visualizing pictures. By contrast, in the case of
motor imagery, there is less temptation to assume that one is moving a motor image
instead of emulating what it is like to perform a motor action.
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The foregoing phenomenological analysis of imagery experience has important
implications for empirical research on imagery. At the personal level, we need more
refined and precise descriptions of what subjects are mentally doing in various imagery
tasks. Such descriptions should include the overall intentional structure of a given
imagery task, as well as variations in subjective experience across individuals and from
trial to trial for a given individual. Constructing such descriptions requires gathering firstperson reports from individual subjects about how they experience their cognitive activity
from trial to trial in a given experiment, and then working with those subjects to define
invariant intentional and phenomenal structures of their experience. Recent experimental
work on the neurodynamics of conscious visual perception has shown that such
phenomenal invariants can be used to detect and interpret novel patterns of neural activity
that correlate with mental activity and behavior.104 Without this phenomenological
window on brain activity, these patterns would remain lost in the highly variable neural
signals, usually treated as noise. This approach of combining first-person data informed
by phenomenological analysis with third-person neurophysiological and behavioral data
defines the research program known as neurophenomenology.105
A neurophenomenological approach to mental imagery would start with a careful
phenomenological analysis of imagery experience at the personal level and use this
analysis to guide investigations of the brain processes at the subpersonal level that
subserve imagery.106 The analysis presented in this paper, as we have seen, dispenses
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with the construct of the phenomenal mental image, understood as a pictorial entity or
content in consciousness, and instead directs us to analyze imagining as a type of mental
activity whereby one relates to something not immediately present.107 But if we replace
the static image construct with a dynamic model of visual imagery as the mental activity
of visualizing, and if the intentional content of that activity cannot be given in an image,
then there seems no good reason to go looking for depictive representations in the brain
corresponding to what we see or visualize.
This line of thought is clearly critical of pictorialism, but does it support
descriptionalism? According to descriptionalism, in visualizing we represent how things
look based on our tacit propositional knowledge of visual properties and relations. There
is reason to believe, however, that our tacit knowledge of visual properties and relations
is at base not descriptive and propositional, but skillful and sensorimotor.108 According to
the dynamic sensorimotor approach to perception, also known as the enactive approach,
to perceive is to exercise one’s skillful bodily mastery of sensorimotor contingencies or
ways that sensory experience varies as a function of bodily movement. Such bodily
mastery is a matter of practical, rather than propositional, sensorimotor knowledge. At
the personal level, perceiving is a way of acting, constituted in part by the perceiver’s
skillful knowledge of the ways sensory experience and motor experience vary as
functions of one another. In Susan Hurley’s formulation, perception and action are
constitutively interdependent, not merely linked in an instrumental, means-end fashion.109
What one perceives depends directly on how one moves—perceptual content can change
as a result of movement, even when sensory stimulation is held constant110—and how one
moves depends directly on what one perceives. At the subpersonal level, the brain
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processes implicated in perception are understood not in terms of their intrinsic
neurophysiological properties or as mere neural correlates of mental states, but rather in
terms of how they participate in dynamic sensorimotor patterns involving the whole
active animal.111
According to the enactive approach, there is no percept in the sense of an endproduct of perception, whether in the form of an inner picture or description of the scene
before one. Instead, there is the continual activity of perceiving, understood as
sensorimotor exploration. Similarly, as we have seen, there is no phenomenal mental
image in the sense of an end-product of imagining, but instead the activity of visualizing,
understood as noncommittal quasi-seeing. Can such quasi-seeing can be understood in
dynamic sensorimotor terms?
To address this question in any adequate way would require another paper.
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the procedural systems underlying
our skillful bodily mastery of sensorimotor contingencies are activated in visualizing in
much the same way as in perceiving, the difference being that in visualizing they are not
modulated by sensory stimulation and motor action. Rather, they emulate such
sensorimotor activity in its absence. In keeping with the phenomenological analysis of
imagery experience, this proposal postulates no mental images as end-products of
visualizing, but instead the actual and vicarious exercise of skillful sensorimotor
knowledge.112
In this paper, I have stressed for heuristic purposes the differences between
perceiving and visualizing, as well as some of the differences among imagining,
remembering, and picture-viewing. These differences are largely static, conceptual ones,
having to do with the different intentional structures of these mental activities. If we were
to analyze perception and imagination from a more dynamic perspective, however, then
we would need to take account of how they influence and permeate each other, how they
alternate and feed each other in our mental lives.113 This important topic lies far beyond
the scope of this paper, but I hope to have shown how we might begin to approach it
using the combined resources of phenomenological analysis and cognitive science.
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